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3 Global Elements
1. Information Literacy (IL)
2. International Education / Librarianship
3. Workplace Literacy
1. Information Literacy (IL)
● UNESCO
○ High-Level Colloquium on Information Literacy and Lifelong Learning, Alexandria, Egypt, 
November 7, 2005
■ The Alexandria Proclamation on Information Literacy and Lifelong Learning
● “Information Literacy and lifelong learning are the beacons of the Information 
Society, illuminating the courses to development, prosperity and freedom.” 
(Meeting Report, p. 3) 
 
1. Information Literacy, con’t.
● AbdelAziz Abid, UNESCO senior programme specialist 
 Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong learning. It is common to all 
disciplines, to all learning environments and to all levels of education, while 
recognizing the disparities in learning styles and in the nature and development of 
literacy in different countries. 
● IL delivery: formal and informal education
● Information sources and formats
● Education: human right / public good
● ICTs: from teacher- to learner-centered environment 
(Meeting Report, pp. 21-22)
                                       
2. International Education / Librarianship
● UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals: Goal 4
○ Quality Education: “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 
learning opportunities for all.”
● NSU’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP): Write from the Start
○ “Student Learning Outcomes: locate, evaluate, and properly integrate primary and secondary 
research sources. (critical thinking, reading, and composing).”
● NSU Experiential Education and Learning (ExEL)
○ “... hands-on opportunities that enrich your academic life while helping you reach your 
professional and personal goals.”
2. International Education / Librarianship
● 2016 ACRL Framework on IL core concepts
○ Authority Is Constructed and Contextual
■ Define with an open mind
○ Information Creation as a Process
■ View as dynamic
○ Information Has Value
■ Attribute others’ ideas
○ Research as Inquiry
■ Develop complex questioning
○ Scholarship as Conversation
■ Contribute to discussion
○ Searching as Strategic Exploration
■ Refine needs and searching
2. Int’l Education / Librarianship, con’t.
3. Workplace Literacy
● Association of American Colleges and 
Universities (AACU) 2014 survey
○ 613 students at public and private 2- and 
4-year colleges
○ 400 employer respondents
○ Mismatches between employer-graduate 
preparation in key areas
○ Applying knowledge and skills in real-world 
settings 
○ General education and a curriculum that 
extends beyond job training
Literature Review
Moving from Product-based 
to 
Process-based Learning
‘banking concept’, Paolo Freire
● Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 1993
○ “Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are 
the depositories and the teacher is the depositor. Instead of 
communicating, the teacher issues communiqués and makes deposits 
which the students patiently receive, memorize, and repeat. This is the 
"banking' concept of education, in which the scope of action allowed to 
the students extends only as far as receiving, filing, and storing the 
deposits. They do, it is true, have the opportunity to become collectors or 
cataloguers of the things they store.” 
Research Lifecycle: ACRL White Paper...
“...students need to know the 
whole cycle of scholarly 
communication, and issues such 
as copyright, author rights, use 
and reuse of digital information 
objects, etc., [which] need to be 
more fully integrated into [the] 
information literacy program 
curriculum.” (2013)
Reuse Research, Data Collection & Analysis Authoring
Discovery & Dissemination Publication
RESEARCH  LIFECYCLE
Peer Review
Information Economics, Warren & Duckett, 2010
● “Why Does Google Scholar Sometimes Ask for Money?” Engaging Science 
Students in Scholarly Communication and the Economics of Information, 2010 
○ “Who creates the information I find? 
○ In what ways has this information been built on prior knowledge and how does it point 
toward the creation of future knowledge? 
○ How has this information been debated and vetted by a particular community before 
making its appearance in the article, journal, database, catalog, or Web site where it was 
found? 
○ What economic and technological forces shape how information is constructed and 
then discovered, shared, stored, and accessed?”
Ethics of Openness, Sarah Crissinger
● The Time is Now: Scholarly Communication and Undergraduates, 
2016
○ “...undergraduate students are legitimate creators of information now. 
They will be the faculty members, scholars, and citizens of the future. 
Right now, we meticulously train them to use resources they’ll lose days 
after they graduate. We’re doing them—and ourselves—a great disservice 
by not introducing them to the complex, ethical questions surrounding 
openness.”
Experiential Learning, David Gooblar
● Your Students Learn by Doing, Not by Listening, 2018
○ “Students are most successful in our courses when they learn for themselves… The trick for all of us 
in academe is designing courses that help students do that.”
○ “We have to go beyond the idea that the perfect presentation of the relevant facts will be enough to 
help the majority of our students learn...” …for most students, we need to shift our focus from what it 
is we say to what it is they do.
○ “Often, I tell my students, the only thing that can change our minds is going through something 
ourselves, and learning the hard way.”
○ “It’s not enough to tell our students to eat fewer calories; we need to put them in the kitchen and 
get them cooking.”
Learning is Social, Alison Hicks
● Participation as pedagogy: Student and librarian experiences of an Open 
Access publishing assignment, 2017
○ Grounded in the work of Vygotsky (1978), sociocultural theories are constructed upon 
the idea that dialog forms the basis for the organization of social reality (Limberg, 
Sundin & Talja, 2012). Centering attention on the complex and ongoing formation of 
meaning, these understandings establish knowledge as situated, or connected to a 
specific practice (Limberg et al., 2012) and as social, or realized through and in relation to 
a community’s negotiated practices. The importance that is placed upon the idea of 
social context further re-situates learning at the heart of the community, or upon the 
notion of interaction and the sharing of group cultures (Rogoff, 2003). 
Research in Context, Allison Hosier
● Research Is an Activity and a Subject of Study: A Proposed Metaconcept 
and Its Practical Application, 2019
○ “Similar to the work of some professionals who study research, students could closely 
examine the types of sources used and think about the roles those sources play in the 
author’s research. They might also study the way the author gives credit to those 
sources, perhaps noticing that, in some research contexts, credit is given through formal 
citation while in others it is done through contextual links, quotes from interview subjects, 
or some other way. By doing this, students would learn how the conventions of research 
change from context to context. They may begin to develop a more realistic view of how 
much more there is to learn beyond the skills they already have and why it is worth 
learning.”
Source types
Source: NSUWorks Institutional Repository
Metaliteracy 
Model 
(created by 
Roger Lipera)
Metaliteracy, Tom Mackey & Trudi Jacobson
Reframing Information Literacy as 
a Metaliteracy, 2011
“…promotes critical thinking and 
collaboration in a digital age, providing a 
comprehensive framework to effectively 
participate in social media and online 
communities. It is a unified construct that 
supports the acquisition, production, and 
sharing of knowledge in collaborative online 
communities.”
Case Studies
From Product- to 
Process-Based Pedagogy
NSU Faculty Testimonial
➢ The things that I find beneficial about [NSUWorks] is that I can… 
help [my students] understand about how to write articles, 
structure them… have an idea of what it’s like to build up their 
CV, and having their works shown to their peers as well as 
outside the university.
David. B. Ross 
NSU Abraham S. Fischler College of Education
Source: NSUWorks, 2017-02-22 
Teaching & Learning with IRs
“So, how about we turn your final papers into an 
open access book?” - Alison Hicks
● LIS 4330 Library Instruction class at 
the University of Denver (Graduate)
“... it frustrated me to see how much 
effort, passion and expertise students 
brought to their final assignments, only to 
find these same essays languishing in a 
empty printer paper box in a professor’s 
office a couple of weeks later.”
Cognitive Constructivism: Negotiating Meaning
● Anthony Lorsbach & Ken Tobin, 
Constructivism as a Referent for Science 
Teaching, 1992
“Students need to be given opportunities to 
make sense of what is learned by negotiating 
meaning; comparing what is known to new 
experiences, and resolving discrepancies 
between what is known to new experiences, and 
resolving discrepancies between what is known 
and what seems to be implied by new 
experience.”
● Scott Brant, Constructivism: Teaching for 
Understanding of the Internet, 1997
“...learners construct knowledge 
by making sense of experiences 
in terms of what is already 
known.”
UMich Publishing as Pedagogy: Connecting 
Library Services and Technology, 2016
○ Libraries increasingly offer the technological capacity and staff expertise to support student publishing, but 
this activity tends to happen in isolation from other library activities.
○ Harnessing publishing as a pedagogical tool improves student learning outcomes through high-impact 
learning practices: extensive writing, teamwork, service learning, undergraduate research, and experiential 
learning.
○ Partnering with students to achieve their publishing ambitions clarifies the requirements that the next 
generation of digital scholars may have for library technology infrastructure designed for preservation and 
access.
■ 3 case studies… published 2016
Case 1: Michigan Journal of Medicine, UM, 2015
● Peer-reviewed, student-led
● Digital Library eXtension Service (DLXS)
● Impact
○ opportunity for the medical school faculty 
to experiment with their new, revamped 
curriculum
○ students gain hands-on experience with 
the scholarly communications lifecycle
○ library is developing a replicable model for 
how to work closely with a school, college, 
or department to establish a sustainable 
student journal that positively contributes 
to the professionalization of its student 
authors and editors
Case 2: Cafe Shapiro Anthology, UMich.
● 2010, DEEPBLUE repository
● Student readings / public audience
● Partnership with creative writing course
● Must sign agreement, 3 clauses
○ Grant both print and digital publishing 
rights
○ Warranty that the contribution is original 
and non-defamatory
○ 10-day deadline for return of manuscript
Case 3: Learning in Real Life: Stories of Impact 
through Engagement, UMich, 2015
● Poster symposia, 2015
● graduates/undergraduates
● Student readings / public audience
● Partnership with creative writing course
● Must sign agreement, 3 clauses
○ Grant both print and digital publishing 
rights
○ Warranty that the contribution is original 
and non-defamatory
○ 10-day deadline for return of manuscript
Recommendations
Pledging Our Commitment to 
Deeply Learning...

Carnegie Mellon University
Curriculum Mapping
Conclusion
Information Creation as Process
Information Creation as Process Learning
● Knowledge Practices
○ articulate the capabilities and constraints of 
information developed through various creation 
processes;
○ assess the fit between an information product’s 
creation process and a particular information need;
○ recognize that information may be perceived 
differently based on the format in which it is 
packaged;
○ monitor the value that is placed upon different 
types of information products in varying contexts;
○ develop, in their own creation processes, an 
understanding that their choices impact the 
purposes for which the information product will be 
used and the message it conveys.
● Dispositions
○ accept that the creation of information may 
begin initially through communicating in a 
range of formats or modes;
○ accept the ambiguity surrounding the potential 
value of information creation expressed in 
emerging formats or modes;
○ resist the tendency to equate format with the 
underlying creation process;
○ understand that different methods of 
information dissemination with different 
purposes are available for their use.
Thank you for your attention.
bebe.chang@nova.edu 
Questions? 
Comments? 
Suggestions?
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